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Third-order nonlinear optical response and energy transfer
in static disordered systems

Mino Yang and Graham R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California and Physical Biosciences
Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 7 December 1999; accepted 17 May 2000!

The signals generated by various third-order nonlinear spectroscopies~transient absorption,
transient grating, and three-pulse photon echo peak shift! on energy transfer systems are investigated
by carrying out model calculations. Focusing on the understanding of basic features, we employ a
simple model system consisting of pairs of energy donors and acceptors. We assume that energy
transfer occurs via the Fo¨rster mechanism~weak electronic coupling!. Static disorder in the
transition energies of the chromophores induces inhomogeneities in the rate of energy transfer and
in the optical response. The interplay between these two processes is discussed. We show that the
peak shift experiment has advantages over the other types of experiment in clarifying the nature of
disorder which affects the mechanism and time scale of energy transfer. For example, the peak shift
technique can reveal the extent to which disorder is correlated in individual chromophore
assemblies, and the extent to which energy transfer can correlate the energies of donors and
acceptors. Finally the ability of the peak shift method to distinguish and quantify diagonal and
off-diagonal disorder in energy transfer systems is discussed. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50931-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary progress in determining the atom
resolution structures of photosynthetic light harvest
complexes,1–3 along with impressive developments in no
natural antenna synthesis,4,5 has provided considerable impe
tus for spectroscopic studies of energy transfer. In nat
photosynthetic systems, the timescales of energy tran
range from 50 fs to a few ps,6–10 suggesting ultrafast spec
troscopy as the primary tool for investigating the rates, pa
ways and mechanisms of photosynthetic light harvesting
these systems, the interplay between electronic coupling
disorder plays a key role. Disorder is conventionally divid
into diagonal~energetic! and off-diagonal~coupling! disor-
der. Furthermore, in an ensemble of energy transfer c
plexes, correlation between the site energies of individ
chromophores within a given complex is quite possible. S
correlation can significantly alter interpretations of particu
experiments and of the role energetic disorder will play
for example, localizing excitonic states.11

It would clearly be desirable if there were an experime
tal technique capable of providing quantitative insight in
these issues. Nonlinear ultrafast spectroscopy has seen
nificant development over the past years.12–14 In particular
various forms of photon echo spectroscopy have been
posed and demonstrated in both the visible and infrared s
tral regions.15–22 Applications of photon echo spectroscop
have ranged from semiconductor physics23–25 to protein
dynamics.18,20,26–30 In systems with ultrafast electroni
dephasing, techniques based on the echo intensity deca
often not very valuable. In our group we have shown that
three pulse photon echo peak shift~3PEPS! technique can be
a sensitive, high-dynamic range measurement of depha
2820021-9606/2000/113(7)/2823/18/$17.00
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dynamics in complex molecular systems.31,32 The 3PEPS
method characterizes the decay of the transition freque
correlation function arising from electron–phonon coupli
in dilute chromophore/solvent solutions.30–33 In molecular
aggregates for which energy transfer occurs between dif
ent members of the inhomogeneous site-energy distribut
the energy transfer process itself contributes to the loss
memory of the transition frequency. Over the past 5 yea
we have shown that the 3PEPS technique can be use
study energy transfer in photosynthetic anten
complexes.34–39

Our initial third order response function described inc
herent energy transfer between energetically uncorrela
chromophores described by simple irreversible kinetics.39 In
this paper we extend the description of third order nonlin
spectroscopies to cases where the energetic disorder is
ciently large that nonexponential population decay appe
and to the case where the disorder is correlated between
chromophores. In addition we allow for the possibility
reversible energy transfer. Our focus is on the 3PE
method, but we also include descriptions of transient abso
tion ~TA! and transient grating~TG! signals. The different
information content of these latter population-sensitive sp
troscopies compared to the photon echo technique is c
fied.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we brie
discuss the basic features of the 3PEPS experiment on
ergy transfer systems. The model energy transfer system
will discuss is described in Sec. III. The third-order respon
function along with the static inhomogeneity factors for t
model system is presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we disc
the three types of experiments with respect to the mo
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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system and illustrate the effect of interplay between inhom
geneous phases and population kinetics in systems with l
static disorder. We conclude the paper in Sec. VI.

II. ENERGY TRANSFER AND 3PEPS

Responding to the interactions with successive pulse
laser, the density matrix of an electronic two-level syst
passes through a coherence, a population, and another c
ence state and is then probed by third-order nonlin
experiments.40 During the first coherence period, the of
diagonal density matrix records information on the nucl
fluctuation produced by the dephasing process. If this in
mation is not lost, the signal will have echo characterist
induced by the rephasing process during the second co
ence period. The 3PEPS experiment measures the reph
capability of the system as the population time changes
thus we can explore the nuclear fluctuation dynamics of
lated chromophores.30–33,41

We are interested in incoherent energy transfer syst
~where coherent energy transfer can be neglected becau
very rapid electronic dephasing resulting from large disor
in the transition energy of the individual chromophores!, the
first coherence period involves the donors and during
time the time evolution of the density matrix obtains info
mation on the nuclear fluctuation of the donors. After t
exciton energy transfers to an acceptor during the popula
period, the second coherence state involves an acce
When the nuclear fluctuation dynamics of the donor and
acceptor are uncorrelated with each other, the initial mem
attained during the first coherence time is completely los
the second coherence period. Now the second coher
evolution cannot rephase the density matrix and the inten
of signal should be much lower than for a rephasable c
This kind of loss of memory makes the 3PEPS techniqu
sensitive probe of energy transfer processes.39

If the nuclear fluctuations of the donor and acceptors
completely or partially correlated, the energy transfer w
not result in a complete loss of the initial memory and t
3PEPS data should strongly depend on the character o
nuclear fluctuations. For a quantitative discussion of
3PEPS data a more realistic model incorporating some
gree of correlated nuclear fluctuations is required. This is
of the purposes of the present paper. In this paper we
consider a limiting case where only the static energies
correlated and the dynamic fluctuation remains totally unc
related between sites.

Another issue discussed in this paper is the effect
inhomogeneous energy transfer rates on the third-order
sponse function. Assuming that the energy transfer rat
given by the Fo¨rster expression, it can be written in terms
a homogeneous line shape function characterizing the
dynamic nuclear fluctuation of the energy transfer pair.
static disordered systems, the energy transfer rate is als
fluenced by the inhomogeneous static offset between the
ergy transfer pair. When the static energy gap between do
and acceptor is too large for the dynamic nuclear fluctua
to overlap the static energy gap, the energy transfer pro
will be inefficient between such pairs. This kind of loc
fluctuation of the energy transfer time can result in nonex
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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nential population kinetics and is a concern in typic
population-kinetics-based experiments. However, beside
nonexponential population kinetic behavior, the inhomog
neity in the energy transfer rate due to the different spec
overlap over the energy transfer pairs will induce a corre
tion between energy donor and acceptor. This kind of
duced correlation will survive as long as the population
netics is inhomogeneous. As mentioned above,
correlation between the energies of donor and acceptor
crucial quantity in the interpretation of the 3PEPS data. Th
a careful description of this kind of induced correlation
required for analysis of 3PEPS data. Of course nonexpon
tial kinetic behavior can also arise from inhomogeneo
structural factors~orientation and donor–acceptor distanc!
in addition to inhomogeneous spectral overlap. Even if b
mechanisms give an identical nonexponential population
netics, we will not see any induced correlation between
energies of donor and acceptor for the former case. He
we expect that the 3PEPS should, in contrast with typi
population-kinetics-based experiments, be able to differe
ate mechanisms of nonexponential kinetic behavior, and
clarify the roles of diagonal and off-diagonal disorder.

III. MODEL SYSTEM

A tetramer consisting of twoa- and twob-chromophores
comprises our model energy transfer system. The ch
mophores are assumed to have two electronic states e
Chromophores designated bya and b are assumed to be
spectrally distinct. The twoa chromophores are electron
cally coupled to each other and also to theb chromophores
by Columbic molecular interaction~J! which may arise from
dipole–dipole coupling. Dynamic and/or static disorder~D!
of the nuclear motion adiabatically modulates the electro
Hamiltonian of each chromophore. WhenD@J, one can
treat the Columbic interaction perturbatively so that rath
than an electronic eigenstate representation, a site~molecu-
lar! representation with the Columbic perturbation will b
more convenient. For ordered systems whereD!J, for ex-
ample inJ-aggregates, we can rely on the electronic eig
state representation and the static and/or dynamic diso
can be treated perturbatively, as for example in Redfi
theory. In this case, there appearintermolecular coherence
due to the mixing between electronic states of individu
molecules by the strong Coulombic interaction. The opti
properties of disordered and ordered systems are quite
similar. Many biomolecular complexes have intermolecu
distances large enough that the electrostatic interactio
very small compared to the static disorder. In order to ap
our model to these systems, we will adopt the site repres
tation in this paper.

The center frequency of the laser is set to be the sam
the mean transition energy of thea chromophores and within
the site representation the initial excitation energy is
sumed to be created by the laser on one of the twoa chro-
mophores denoteda1 . We ignore processes following initia
excitation of theb chromophores because of the off-resona
frequency of the laser. Consequently the excitation ene
created ona1 can transfer to the othera chromophore~de-
noted a2) or competitively to one of theb chromophores
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~denotedb1) induced by the Coulombic interaction. In th
regime where the site representation holds, the electr
dephasing time (;D21) is much shorter than the energ
transfer time (;J21) and thus we neglect coherent ener
transfer processes. Excitation energy transferred toa2 can
transfer reversibly back toa1 or irreversibly to the otherb
chromophore denotedb2 . The energy level diagram and ex
citation transfer pathways for our model system are show
Fig. 1. The energy transfer rates are assumed to follow F¨r-
ster’s expression. Response functions for more comp
weakly coupled molecular aggregates~beyond the tetramer!
can be developed in parallel with that for the present mo
system and detailed calculations for those will be presen
in forthcoming papers.

The electronic transition energies of the chromopho
involved in the optical properties and energy transfer dyna
ics depend on the nuclear state of the system. We ass
that the nuclear degrees of freedom can be separated
static and dynamic components on the time scale of exp
ments and thus a similar separation holds for the electro
energies of the chromophores. The optical and energy tr
fer processes of the system constrained to a specific valu
the static energy can be described in terms of a dyna
fluctuation of the electronic energy~induced by dynamic
fluctuations of the bath! combined with an ensemble avera
over the proper distribution of the static disorder to compl
the description.

The transition Hamiltonian of a chromophore can
written as

Ha5^Ha&1Ea1«a1Ha
d , a5a or b, ~3.1!

where^Ha& andHa
d are the ensemble average of energy

all the a chromophores and the dynamic nuclear Ham
tonian, respectively. We assume the dynamic part of
Hamiltonian is equivalent for everya chromophore. The sto
chastic variablesEa and «a describe two levels of static
energy of the chromophore, the physical significance
which is as follows.

We imagine the sample to consist of an ensemble
replicas of independent cells in each of which the static
ergies of the same type of the chromophores are correla
Of course, the static energies between thea and b chro-
mophores should be uncorrelated in any case based on

FIG. 1. Energy transfer pathways in the model system described in the
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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initial assumption. The chromophores in a unit cell are ind
pendent from those in another cell. Consequently the m
energy of the chromophores in a cell is independent of t
of any other cell and will fluctuate around the total ensem
average of energy. This fluctuation of the static energy o
the cells is represented by the stochastic variableEa in Eq.
~3.1!. The unit cell could represent, for example, a prote
containing multiple chlorophyll molecules in a photosy
thetic light harvesting complex. In these systems, a defor
tion of the protein structure can induce a fluctuation of t
global energy of a unit cell and the chromophores contai
in a cell will have different offsets of their static energy fro
chromophores in other cells. In other words, a kind of int
chromophore correlation between the same type of ch
mophores~sharing the same offset of static energy! within a
cell is created. If there is no correlation in the static energ
between the chromophores, we will haveEa50 for all chro-
mophoresa in the system.

In large aggregates of cells the chromophores loca
near the boundary of the cells may also have some corr
tion even though they are contained in different cells. Ev
within a cell, the chromophores may have inter-chromoph
correlation which will decay with the distance between t
chromophores. In this case, the probability density for
static energy can be written in terms of a multivariate Gau
ian distribution over all the chromophores correlated w
each other.11,42 For simplicity in this paper, however, w
neglect the boundary effect and the distance-dependent
relation but focus on investigating the effect of the corre
tion ~different static offset associated with each cell! induced
by a global deformation of the structure. For example, suc
global deformation could be a change in shape from circu
to elliptical in light harvesting complex 2~LH2!.43

The stochastic variable«a in Eq. ~3.1! denotes the offse
of the mean energy of ana chromophore from̂ Ha&1Ea

and represents a local fluctuation of the static energy wit
a cell. The distribution of the static offset variable«a is
assumed to be equivalent for all cells. A diagram describ
the static energies of thea chromophores is presented in Fi
2. The distribution functions for the stochastic variables
the static energies introduced above are assumed to
Gaussian based on the central limit theorem,

Wa~Ea!5~2p(a
2 !21/2exp@2Ea

2/2(a
2 #,

~3.2!
wa~«a!5~2psv

2 !21/2exp@2«a
2/2sa

2 #.

Next, we briefly describe the basic assumptions ab
the dynamic fluctuations of energy involved in our descr

xt.

FIG. 2. Schematic description of the two levels of static energy distribut
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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tion of the energy transfer. First, all information about t
dynamicfluctuation associated with an energy donor is
sumed to be lost after the excitation energy transfers to
acceptor. This is based on the assumption that the dyna
fluctuation of a chromophore is independent of that of ot
chromophores. Of course, since the energy transfer will p
erentially occur between chromophores of similar ener
information on the nuclear fluctuations of the donor with
time scale longer than the energy transfer time will trans
to the acceptor if the magnitude of this fluctuation is mu
greater than that of very rapid nuclear motion~inducing the
energy transfer!, e.g., a sub-one hundred fs Gaussian com
nent. This kind of memory transfer associated with the st
component~on the experimental time scale! is examined in
this paper. However, it is complicated to describe how mu
of the information on the dynamic nuclear motions occurr
on an intermediate time scale will transfer. Thus our assu
tion that all information on the dynamic fluctuation will b
lost upon energy transfer is oversimplified. However the
ror made by this simplification will be significant only whe
the magnitude of the fluctuation of a slow~not static! com-
ponent is much greater than that associated with nuclear
tions fluctuating more rapidly than the energy transfer ti
scale. Otherwise a large magnitude for the fast fluctuati
allows excitation energy to transfer to all possible values
the acceptor energy on the slow components so that the
formation on the slow components is completely lost up
energy transfer. We expect this will often be the case
photosynthetic antenna systems. Based on the same re
ing, when the excitation energy, having transferred to an
ceptor~i.e., a2), returns to the chromophore (a1) on which
the initial memory was created, memory of the dynam
component of the nuclear motion associated witha1 is as-
sumed not to be recovered. Due to the disconnected nuc
propagation ofa1 during the population period, it is expecte
that the nuclear state associated with the repopulateda1 will
be uncorrelated, except for the static component, with
connected nuclear propagation occurring in the absenc
energy transfer.

IV. RESPONSE FUNCTION

The envelope function of the third-order polarization
the phase matching directionks5k31k22k1 , wherek i is
the wave vector of thei th incoming field is given~under the
rotating wave approximation! by40

P~ t,T,t!5 i 3(
n51

4

Pn~ t,T,t!,

P1~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1R1~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E3~ t3!E2~ t31t2!E1* ~ t31t21t1!,

P2~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1R1~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E2~ t3!E3~ t31t2!E1* ~ t31t21t1!,
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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P3~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1R2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E3~ t3!E1* ~ t31t2!E2~ t31t21t1!,

P4~ t,T,t!5E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1R2~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3E2~ t3!E1* ~ t31t2!E3~ t31t21t1!, ~4.1!

where the incoming electric fields are

E1~ t8!5Ee~ t1T1t2t8!eiv1t8,

E2~ t8!5Ee~ t1T2t8!eiv2t8,

E3~ t8!5Ee~ t2t8!eiv3t8,

with Gaussian envelopeEe(t)5e2sp
2t/2 and center frequen

cies v i . The carrier frequency of the polarization isv3

1v22v1 . For convenience we set\51 throughout this
paper.t andT represent the time delays between the first a
second pulses and the second and third pulses, respect
The response functionsR6(t3 ,t2 ,t1) describe the evolution
of system in the first and second coherence states betw
two electronic states~g and e! for t1 and t3 , and in the
population state fort2 . The superscripts6 denote time-
ordered~1! (k1 ,k2 ,k3 in P1 andk1 ,k3 ,k2 in P2) and non-
time-ordered~2! (k2 ,k1 ,k3 in P3 andk3 ,k1 ,k2 in P4) se-
quences of interactions with the laser, respectively. They
sometimes called rephasing and nonrephasing pathw
Their expressions for an isolated two-level system can
found elsewhere.31 For a system allowing population trans
fer, the basic framework of Eq.~4.1! is retained but we need
response functions properly modified by population trans
occurring during the time intervalt2 .

With the model described in Sec. III, we have six st
chastic variables for the static energies of individual ch
mophores which are independent each other. We abbrev
the set of static variables asG5(Ea ,Eb ,«a1

,«a2
,«b1

,«b2
).

Keeping in mind the basic assumptions introduced in Sec
and following a straightforward extension of Ref. 39, t
response function incorporating sequential energy flow
modeled in Fig. 1 can be combined with the population
netics to give

R6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G!5Ra1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G!Sa1

irr~ t2 ;G!

1Ra1

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!Sa1
~ t2 ;G!

1Ra2

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!Sa2
~ t2 ;G!

1Rb1

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!Sb1
~ t2 ;G!

1Rb2

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!Sb2
~ t2 ;G!. ~4.2!

The first and the second terms are responsible for the e
tation energy on the chromophorea1 . The first term de-
scribes the response function associated with the excita
energy which has not experienced any energy transfer u
t2 . So the nuclear propagation ofa1 occurs throughout the
whole time range. This term carries full information abo
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the static and dynamic fluctuations of the chromophorea1 .
The second term is responsible for the excitation energy
the chromophorea1 which has experienced forward an
backward energy transfers at least once. As a result~within
our model! the initial memory of the dynamic fluctuations
destroyed and the nuclear propagation ofa1 is disconnected
during the time intervalt2 to give the response function wit
only two time variables. Even so the information about t
static energy ofa1 is still retained fully. The different char
acteristics of the nuclear states depending on their his
leads to the two components of response function fora1 .
The third, fourth, and fifth terms describe the excitation e
ergy on the chromophoresa2 , b1 , and b2 , respectively.
Since we assumed the initial memory of dynamic compon
of energy donora1 is completely lost after the excitatio
energy transfers, the response functions associated with t
chromophores are independent of the history of popula
evolution.

In contrast with our previous work,39 we explicitly con-
sider the contribution from theb chromophores in producing
a signal after they receive excitation energy from thea chro-
mophores@third row in Eq.~4.2!#. Since theb chromophores
are off-resonant with the laser, the magnitude of their con
bution will be very small compared with that of thea chro-
mophores. After the population of thea chromophores deca
almost to zero, however, the signal from theb chromophores
will play a non-negligible role.

In Eq. ~4.2!, the S(t;G)’s are various conditional prob
abilities for the population of the excitation energy asso
ated with the corresponding response function. The exp
sions for these quantities are presented in the Appen
Those probabilities depend on the static energies of the c
mophores via the Fo¨rster rate expressions~within the cumu-
lant expansion approximation!

ka→a~v!5ka→a
0 E

0

`

dt cos@~2l2v!t

12 Imga~ t !#e22 Rega~ t !, ~4.3a!

FIG. 3. Energy transfer rate@Eq. ~4.3a!# as a function of the static energ
gap between donor and acceptor when the reorganization energy is
cm21 with the model for the homogeneous fluctuation dynamics as
scribed in the text.
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ka→b~v!5ka→b
0 ReE

0

`

dt

3exp@ i ~2l2vab
eq2v!t2ga* ~ t !2gb* ~ t !#,

~4.3b!

wherega(t) is the homogeneous line shape function of thea
chromophore, and Re and Im denote the real and imagin
parts, respectively, of a complex number.l is the reorgani-
zation energy of the donor chromophore andvab

eq[^Ha&
2^Hb&. v in Eq. ~4.3! represents the static energy gap b
tween the donor and acceptor involved in the energy tran
process. We define three independent variables for the
ergy gap

v0[«a1
2«a1

, ~a→a transfer!,

v1[Ea1«a1
2Eb2«b1

, ~a→b

transfer ona1 site!,

v2[Ea1«a1
2Eb2«b2

, ~a→b

transfer ona2 site!. ~4.4!

In this paper, the homogeneous line shape function is c
acterized by the model fluctuation functionM (t)5exp
(2t2/tg

2)1exp(2t/te), wheretg560 fs andte51 ps. The re-
lation linking M (t) and g(t) can be found elsewhere.40

Equation~4.3a! calculated with theg(t) at l5200 cm21 is
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the static energy gapv. In
fact, following the discussion in Sec. III, an equal contrib
tion of these two components may not comply with our in
tial assumption that all information about the dynamic flu
tuations be lost upon energy transfer. However, the e
incurred by this inconsistency does not alter our final co
clusion but only will make the quantitative 3PEPS data d
cay slightly more slowly~reflecting incomplete loss of infor
mation on the long time component! than predicted by the
present calculation.

In Ra1

6 (t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G) of Eq. ~4.2!, the coherence states cre

ated by the interaction with the laser are associated with
same chromophore, a rephasable signal can be generate
this process. As population time increases, the value ofSa1

irr

decreases~via thea–a anda–b transfers! and consequently
so does the contribution from the rephasable signal. The
mal expression forRa1

6 (t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G) should be the same a

that of an isolated two-level system,

Ra1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G!5x~ t37t1!e2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!

3R̃C
6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!, ~4.5!

wherex(t)[e2 i ^Ha&t is the phase factor associated with t
equilibrium averaged value of transition energy of thea
chromophores. This factor will cancel with the phase fac
of the laser field when the center frequency of laservp is the
same aŝHa&. The exponential term in Eq.~4.5! reflects the
different static offsets of individuala chromophores.R̃C

6 is
the dynamic part of the response function associated with

00
-
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energy donor (a1) which is described in terms of ahomoge-
neous line broadening functiong(t) @in the following we
drop the subscripta on ga(t)] as

R̃C
6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5uR̃C

6u@exp~ iQCg

6 !1exp~ iQCe

6 !#, ~4.6!

where

uR̃C
6u[e2Re$g~ t1!7g~ t2!1g~ t3!6g~ t11t2!6g~ t21t3!7g~ t11t21t3!%,

QCg

6 [Im@6g~ t1!2g~ t2!2g~ t3!1g~ t11t2!1g~ t21t3!

2g~ t11t21t3!#,

QCe

6 [Im@6g~ t1!1g~ t2!1g~ t3!1g~ t11t2!2g~ t21t3!

2g~ t11t21t3!#. ~4.7!

The subscriptsg ande denote the ground and excited pop
lation states, respectively, and the subscriptC denotes the
connected propagation of the dynamic part of nuclear st
during the population time.

In Ra2

6 of Eq. ~4.2!, the first two interactions with the

laser involve chromophorea1 , excitation energy created b
the interactions is then transferred to the acceptor ch
mophorea2 , and the final laser interaction is with chro
mophorea2 to generate the third-order signal. Thus the fi
and the second coherence states are created on chromop
a1 and a2 , respectively, and the memory of static and d
namic nuclear fluctuation retained during the first cohere
time is totally or partially destroyed as a result of the int
band energy transfer froma1 to a2 . In this case the rephas
ing capability of the signal associated withRa2

6 cannot be

greater than that associated with the response functionRa1

6 .

As the a to a energy transfer proceeds,Sa2
in Eq. ~4.2!

gradually increases whileSa1

irr decreases and the rephasi

capability of the total signal becomes reduced. This is
physical origin of the rapid decay of peak shift observ
experimentally for intraband energy transfer systems.

The formal expression forRa2

6 can be found in Ref. 39 a

Ra2

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!5x~ t37t1!e2 i ~Ea1«a2
!t36 i ~Ea1«a1

!t1R̃D
6~ t3 ,t1!

5x~ t37t1!e2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!eiv0t3R̃D

6~ t3 ,t1!.

~4.8!

We note that, sinceRa2

6 results from cross talk betweena1

anda2 via the energy transfer, the static offset contributi
contains a factor for the static energy gapv0 between them.
R̃D

6 is the dynamic part of the response function for the c
when the propagation of the dynamic part of nuclear den
matrix during the population period is disconnected based
our assumption of uncorrelated propagation of the den
matrix after energy transfer occurs. The subscriptD denotes
this disconnected propagation. The disconnected resp
function is just the product of two linear response functio

R̃D
6~ t3 ,t1!5uR̃D

6u@exp~ iQDg

6 !1exp~ iQDe

6 !#, ~4.9!

where
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uR̃D
6u[e2Re@g~ t1!1g~ t3!#,

~4.10!

QDg

6 [Im@6g~ t1!2g~ t3!#; QDe

6 [Im@6g~ t1!1g~ t3!#.

Double-sided Feynman diagrams for the connected and
connected response functions for the time-ordered~rephas-
ing! pathways are shown in Fig. 4.

Similarly, the response function associated with the
populated chromophorea1 @the second term of Eq.~4.2!# is
given by

Ra1

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!5x~ t37t1!e2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!R̃D

6~ t3 ,t1!.

~4.11!

Since the static energy of the repopulated chromophore
be restored, the static component of this response functio
the same as in Eq.~4.5! but the dynamic part has the sam
form as Eq.~4.8!.

Rb1

6 andRb2

6 in Eq. ~4.2! are the response functions d

scribing the signal from theb chromophores as a result o
energy transfer froma1 to b1 and from a2 to b2 , respec-
tively. Just as withRa2

6 , the first two interactions with the

laser involve chromophorea1 and the excitation energy cre
ated by the interactions is eventually transferred to the
ceptor chromophoresb1 or b2 which interact with the laser
to generate the third-order signal. Since the coherence s
are associated with the different types of chromophores,
memory of static and dynamic nuclear fluctuation retain
during the first coherence period is totally destroyed. If
assume the dynamic fluctuations of the bath are equiva
for different types of chromophores, the formal expressio
for the response functions can be written as

FIG. 4. Feynman diagrams for~a! connected and~b! disconnected propaga
tors for the dynamic part of nuclear motion in the time-ordered pathwa
The diagrams in~b! are products of dynamic parts of linear response fun
tions of the energy donor and acceptor.
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Rb1

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!5x~ t37t1!eivab
eqt3e2 i ~Ea1«a1

!~ t37t1!

3eiv1t3R̃D
6~ t3 ,t1!, ~4.12a!

Rb2

6 ~ t3 ,t1 ;G!5x~ t37t1!eivab
eqt3e2 i ~Ea1«a1

!~ t37t1!

3ei ~v01v2!t3R̃D
6~ t3 ,t1!. ~4.12b!

These response functions have an additional equilibr
phase factor to that associated with thea chromophores since
the equilibrium energy ofb chromophores is different from
that of thea chromophore. The additional phase factor~de-
tuning factor! will make the contribution of the off-resonan
signal @Eq. ~4.12!# weaker than that of the resonant pa
@Eqs.~4.5!, ~4.8!, and~4.11!# due to the oscillatory cancella
tion during the pulse envelope.

Now we have all the expressions required to evalu
Eq. ~4.2!. In order to obtain the total response function fo
static disordered system, Eq.~4.2! should be averaged over
proper distribution of the static variablesW(G). Gathering
the above expressions and taking the average, we get

R6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E dGR6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G!W~G!

5x~ t37t1!@R̃C
6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!Sa1

6, irr~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1R̃D
6~ t3 ,t1!$Sa1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!1Sa2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!%

1eivab
eqt3R̃D

6~ t3 ,t1!$Sb1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

1Sb2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!%#, ~4.13!

where theSa
6(t3 ,t2 ,t1) are static inhomogeneity factors re

flecting both the inhomogeneities in the optical response
the population transfer between individual chromophor
They are given by

Sa1

6, irr~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![E dGe2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!

3Sa1

irr ~ t2 ,v0 ,v1!W~G!, ~4.14a!

Sa1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![E dGe2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!

3Sa1
~ t2 ,v0 ,v1 ,v2!W~G!, ~4.14b!

Sa2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![E dGe2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!eiv0t3

3Sa2
~ t2 ;v0 ,v1 ,v2!W~G!, ~4.14c!

Sb2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![E dGe2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!eiv1t3

3Sb1
~ t2 ;v0 ,v1 ,v2!W~G!, ~4.14d!
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Sb2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1![E dGe2 i ~Ea1«a1
!~ t37t1!ei ~v01v2!t3

3Sb2
~ t2 ;v0 ,v1 ,v2!W~G!. ~4.14e!

Combining Eq.~4.13! with Eq. ~4.1!, we can calculate third-
order optical signals. The combination of the phase fact
and static-energy-dependent population kinetics in the in
grals produces a complex interplay between locally inhom
geneous population kinetics and the optical response.
integrals can be evaluated by a direct numerical calcula
but due to their large dimensionality this is very time co
suming. In the following subsection, we describe how t
integrals can be manipulated to save a significant amoun
computing time.

A. Static inhomogeneity factor

1. General cases

The distribution function for the static variables is a
sumed to be a Gaussian

W~G!5
1

~2p!3SaSbsa
2sb

2 expS 2
1

2
XT

•J21
•XD

~4.15!

having the six-dimensional variables XT

[(Ea ,Eb ,«a1
,«a2

,«b1
,«b2

) and the diagonal matrix

J[1
Sa

2 0 0 0 0 0

0 Sb
2 0 0 0 0

0 0 sa
2 0 0 0

0 0 0 sa
2 0 0

0 0 0 0 sb
2 0

0 0 0 0 0 sb
2

2 . ~4.16!

Since the conditional probabilities for the population a
given in terms of a static energy gap, it will be convenient
take the linear transform of variables fromX in the integral
~4.14! to Y[(Ea ,Eb ,«a1

,v0 ,v1 ,v2)T. Then the distribu-
tion functionW(G) can be rewritten as

W~G!5
1

~2p!3SaSbsa
2sb

2

3expS 2
1

2
YT

•TT
•J21

•T•YD , ~4.17!

where T is the transformation matrix defined byX5T"Y.
Following a tedious but straightforward procedure, with t
transformed variables, we can take integrals overEa , Eb ,
and«a1

analytically to reduce the dimensionality of the int
gration in Eq.~4.14!.

The static inhomogeneity factors Eq.~4.14! with the in-
tegral reduced to three dimensions are given by
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Sa1

6, irr~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dh1dh2dh3w1~h1!w2~h2!w3~h3!f~ t37t1 ;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

3Sa1

irr~ t2 ;h2 ,~h11h22h3!/2!, ~4.18a!

Sa1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dh1dh2dh3w1~h1!w2~h2!w3~h3!f~ t37t1 ;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

3Sa1
~ t2 ;h2 ,~h11h22h3!/2,~h12h21h3!/2!, ~4.18b!

Sa2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dh1dh2dh3w1~h1!w2~h2!w3~h3!eih2t3f~ t37t1 ;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

3Sa2
~ t2 ;h2 ,~h11h22h3!/2,~h12h21h3!/2!, ~4.18c!

Sb1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dh1dh2dh3w1~h1!w2~h2!w3~h3!ei ~h11h22h3!t3/2f~ t37t1 ;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

3Sb1
~ t2 ;h2 ,~h11h22h3!/2,~h12h21h3!/2!, ~4.18d!

Sb2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E
2`

`

dh1dh2dh3w1~h1!w2~h2!w3~h3!ei ~h11h21h3!t3/2f~ t37t1 ;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

3Sb2
~ t2 ;h2 ,~h11h22h3!/2,~h12h21h3!/2!. ~4.18e!
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The renormalized distribution functions (w’s) with respect to
the frequency variables in Eq.~4.18! are obtained as Gauss
ian functions

w1~h1![
1

2ApA2Sa
21sa

212Sb
21sb

2

3expF2
h1

2

4~2Sa
21sa

212Sb
21sb

2!G , ~4.19a!

w2~h2![e2h2
2/4sa

2
/2Apsa , ~4.19b!

w3~h3![e2h3
2/4sb

2
/2Apsb , ~4.19c!

and the phase factorf is defined by

f~ t;h1 ,h2 ,h3!

[expF2
~2Sa

21sa
2!$~2Sb

21sb
2!t212i th1%

4~2Sa
21sa

212Sb
21sb

2!
2

i th2

2 G .
~4.19d!

The integral~4.18! is the most general result for the prese
system and can be calculated numerically with reason
computing time. In the following sections, we consider a f
simple examples reduced from the general result.

2. Case of static-disorder-independent energy transfer
rate

As one can see in Eq.~4.19!, when the widths of static
inhomogeneities of the chromophores are very narrow,
renormalized distribution functions will have a sharp pe
aroundh15h25h350 and the population kinetics can b
safely separated out to give approximate analytic express
for Eq. ~4.18!,
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Sa1

6, irr~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!'e2Sa
2
~ t37t1!2/2e2sa

2
~ t37t1!2/2Sa1

irr,h~ t2!,

~4.20a!

Sa1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!'e2Sa
2
~ t37t1!1/2e2sa

2
~ t37t1!1/2Sa1

h ~ t2!,

~4.20b!

Sa2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!'e2Sa
2
~ t37t1!1/2e2sa

2
~ t3

2
1t1

2
!/2Sa2

h ~ t2!,

~4.20c!

Sb1

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!'e2~Db
2t3

2
1Da

2t1
2
!/2Sb1

h ~ t2!, ~4.20d!

Sb2

6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!'e2~Db
2t3

2
1Da

2t1
2
!/2Sb2

h ~ t2!, ~4.20e!

where Sa
h(t) is the corresponding conditional probabilit

given by Eqs.~A1! and~A5! when the frequency argumen
are zero. The total static disorder is given byDa

25Sa
21sa

2.
In this case, all the chromophores exhibit homogene
population transfer kinetics and the effect of static disor
on the optical response is described by the simple Gaus
functions in Eq.~4.20!. Recall thatSa

2 and sa
2 characterize

the disorder in the static offset of a unit cell from̂Ha& and
of the individual chromophore from the mean energy o
unit cell, respectively, via Eq.~2.2!. In other words, the
former and the latter parameters characterize the correl
and uncorrelated parts, respectively, of the static energie
the donor and acceptor. First we discuss the static inho
geneity factors associated with the chromophoresa.

When there is no inter-chromophore correlation in sta
energy (Sa

250), the static inhomogeneity factors of th
chromophorea1 @Eqs. ~4.20a! and ~4.20b!# are centered a
t35t1 ~for 1! which means that the time-resolved sign
from the chromophore rephases to produce an echolike
nal associated with the static disorder characterized bysa

2.
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On the other hand, on the chromophorea2 sites @Eq.
~4.20c!#, the static disorder factor is centered att350. This
means the time-resolved signal from the chromophore ta
on a free-induction-decay~FID! character dephased by th
static disorder of the chromophoresa1 anda2 . As the energy
transfer froma1 to a2 occurs the characteristics of the sign
change from echo to FID associated with the static disor
sa .

Now whenSa
2Þ0, that is, when we have some interchr

mophore correlation in the static energy, a Gaussian func

e2Sa
2(t32t1)2/2 centered att35t1 appears in all three factor

~on thea1 and a2 sites! for a time-ordered sequence of in
teractions~1!. Since the two chromophores are statica
correlated by sharing the same static offset of the mean
ergy of a unit cell~the fluctuation of which is characterize
by Sa

2), information on the static offset stored in the of
diagonal density matrix on thea1 site must be retained in th
off-diagonal density matrix of thea2 site even after the en
ergy transfer occurs. Consequently, when we take an
semble average, the dephasing process on thea1 site for the
first coherence timet1 can be partially rephased~up to the
correlated part of the static disorder! even on thea2 site
during the second coherence period, thus giving echo c
acter to the signal. This fact is reflected in the Gauss
function with a second moment ofSa

2 in Eq. ~4.20c!. As a
result, the total signal can have a persistent echo chara
which reflects the static disorder between the unit cells
spite of the energy transfer within each cell. The memory
static disorder existing within the energy transfer pair, ho
ever, will be still destroyed by the energy transfer and

Gaussian functione2sa
2(t3

2
1t1

2)/2 in Eq. ~4.20c! describes the
generation of a FID from thea2 site associated with the
uncorrelated static disorder within the pair.

3. a to b transfer

When ka→a50, excitation energy on the chromopho
a1 flows to chromophoreb1 only. In this case,Sa1

6 5Sa2

6

5Sb2

6 50 in Eq. ~4.13! and the response function become

Ra→b
6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5x~ t37t1!R̃C

6~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!

3Sa1 ,a→b
6, irr ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!1x~ t37t1!

3eivab
eqt3R̃D

6~ t3 ,t1!Sb1 ,a→b
6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!.

~4.21!

By taking a linear transformation, the static inhomogene
factor in this case can be reduced from Eqs.~4.18a! and
~4.18d! to

Sa1 ,a→b
6, irr ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E

2`

`

dhwa→b~h!fa→b

3~ t37t1 ;h!Sa,a→b
irr ~ t2 ;h!, ~4.22a!
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Sb1 ,a→b
6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E

2`

`

dhwa→b~h!eiht3fa→b

3~ t37t1 ;h!Sb1 ,a→b~ t2 ;h!,

~4.22b!

where the renormalized distribution function and the ph
factor associated with thea–b pair are given, respectively
by

wa→b~h![e2h2/2~Da
2
1Db

2
!/A2p~Da

21Db
2!, ~4.23a!

fa→b~ t;h![e2Da
2
~Db

2t212i th!/2~Da
2
1Db

2
!. ~4.23b!

The probabilities that the excitation energy stays on the ch
mophoresa1 andb1 when the static energy gap betweena1

andb1 is h are, respectively,

Sa1 ,a→b
irr ~ t;h!5e2ka→b~h!t. ~4.23c!

Sb1 ,a→b~ t;h!512Sa1 ,a→b
irr ~ t;h!. ~4.23d!

4. a to a transfer

When ka→b50 in our model, the initial excitation en
ergy on chromophorea1 transfers to chromophorea2 with-
out any competing process and subsequent backward tra
can occur. In this case,Sb1

6 5Sb2

6 50 andSa1

irr , Sa1
, andSa2

in

Eq. ~4.18! depend only on the frequencyh2 and thus the
integral overh1 and h3 can be taken out to give the stat
inhomogeneity factors

Sa1 ,a→a
6, irr ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E

2`

`

dhwa→a~h!fa→a

3~ t37t1 ;h!Sa1 ,a→a
irr ~ t2 ;h!,

~4.24a!

Sa1 ,a→a
6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E

2`

`

dhwa→a~h!fa→a

3~ t37t1 ;h!Sa1 ,a→a~ t2 ;h!,

~4.24b!

Sa2 ,a→a
6 ~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5E

2`

`

dhwa→a~h!eiht3fa→a

3~ t37t1h!Sa2 ,a→a~ t2 ;h!, ~4.24c!

where wa→a(h)5w2(h) defined by Eq.~4.19b! and the
phase factor is

fa→a~ t;h![e2$~2Sa
2
1sa

2
!t212i th%/4. ~4.25a!

The probabilities that the excitation energy stays ona1 and
a2 are, respectively,

Sa1 ,a→a
irr ~ t;h!5e2ka→a~h!t, ~4.25b!

Sa1 ,a→a~ t;h!512Sa1 ,a→a
irr ~ t;h!2Sa2 ,a→a~ t;h!, ~4.25c!
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Sa2 ,a→a~ t;h!5
ka→a~h!

ka→a~h!1ka→a~2h!

3@12e2~ka→a~h!1ka→a~2h!!t#. ~4.25d!

Here ka→a(2h) is the backward rate constant with«a1

2«a1
5h.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we illustrate the behavior of three-pu
peak shift~3PEPS!, transient grating~TG!, and transient ab-
sorption~TA! signals. In the TA experiment, the wave ve
tors of the laser for the first and second interactions are
same (k15k25kpump). All these third-order nonlinear spec
troscopies are described by the same response function
tained above and thus should include the same informa
about the system. However, the system characteristics
posed by different experiments can be dramatically differe
Expressions for the signals in terms of the polarization
be found in Ref. 31 and the different characteristics of th
nonlinear experiments for isolated two-level systems
been discussed in detail. In the following simulations,
FWHM of the electric field of the pulse is assumed to be
fs, corresponding to a bandwidth of 261 cm21, if not other-
wise specified. The shape of the three pulses are assum
be identical.

A. Homogeneous energy transfer in a system with
small static disorder

First we discuss a simple case in which the energy tra
fer process~population kinetics! is fully separated from the
static energies of the chromophores. This situation app
when the variation of the population kinetics over the sta
disorder is negligible as discussed in Sec. III A 2 and la
magnitude of fast nuclear fluctuation makes the energy tra
fer incoherent.

1. a to b transfer (effect of off-resonant interaction)

In this section, we discuss the effect ofa to b transfer
~with an energy transfer time of 300 fs! on the experiments
in the absence ofa to a energy transfer. The model absor
tion spectrum for our system~with Da5Db550 cm21, l
5200 cm21, and vab

eq51000 cm21) and pulse spectrum ar
shown in Fig. 5 when the laser is centered at the absorp
maximum of the energy donor and its spectrum partly ov
laps the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. As a re
following energy transfer froma to b, the b chromophores
can generate a third-order signal as described by the se
term of Eq.~4.21!.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of the three types of exp
ments for the system with the absorption spectrum and p
spectrum shown in Fig. 5. Whenvab

eq5 infinity ~open tri-
angles!, the third-order signal will come froma chro-
mophores only and the line for this case shows the effec
pure interbandenergy transfer. The TA and TG signals d
cay rapidly to zero on time scales of 300 fs and 150
respectively. The TG is a homodyne-detected experim
and the decay time should be half that of a heterody
detected experiment~such as TA!. The rapid decay in the
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absence of a signal from theb chromophores simply reflect
the population decay of the donors due to the interband
ergy transfer. Because the laser bandwidth employed by
present calculation is broader than the absorption spectr
solvation does not appear in either experiment resulting
single decay time reflecting the energy transfer only. In c
trast to the TA and TG curves, the time scale of the 3PE
decay is insensitive to the interband energy transfer since
basically measures the rephasing capability of the system
not the population kinetics. The offset of the 3PEPS sig
compared to that of an isolateda chromophore comes from
the effect of energy transfer on the time scale of the pu
duration.

When vab
eq50 ~solid circles!, b chromophores interac

with the laser equivalently toa chromophores and the TA
and TG do not see the energy transfer. On the other hand
3PEPS data show a rapid decay on the energy transfer
scale reflecting the loss of memory of the transition f
quency due to thepure intrabandenergy transfer. This kind
of behavior of the 3PEPS was discussed in detail in Ref.

An interesting behavior appears in the 3PEPS for int
mediate cases involving a mixture of intra- and interba
energy transfer (vab

eq5500,1000,1500 cm21) when the band-
width of the laser partly covers the absorption spectrum
the b chromophore. The TA and TG signals clearly show
continuous transition in their behavior from pure intra-
interband energy transfer. Compared to these gradual tra
tions, 3PEPS shows a striking dependence. First of all,
cept for the extreme case (vab

eq5 infinity), the long time peak
shift eventually goes to zero in all cases since theb chro-
mophores which are responsible for the signal at long ti
have no rephasing capability. Whenvab

eq51500 cm21, the
peak shift at short time~up to around 300 fs, the signal from
the a chromophore is dominant! closely follows the case o
the pure interband energy transfer and then drops tow
zero as the signal from theb chromophore becomes dom
nant. We note that the two cases (vab

eq5 infinity and 1500
cm21! cannot be differentiated in the TG or TA signals wh
the data is plotted on a linear scale. Forvab

eq51000 cm21, in
the 3PEPS, the characteristics of intraband energy tran

FIG. 5. Model absorption spectrum of the energy donor and accep
shown with an energy gap of 1000 cm21, and the laser pulse spectrum. Th
bandwidth of the laser pulses is 261 cm21 ~dotted line!. The standard devia-
tion of the static inhomogeneity and the reorganization energy of the c
mophores are set to 50 cm21 and 200 cm21, respectively.
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owing to the off-resonant interaction withb chromophores
shows up even at early time~around 200 fs! and the overall
behavior is quite close to that of pure intraband energy tra
fer (vab

eq50). In the TA data forvab
eq51000 cm21, however,

we cannot see any significant influence of the off-reson
interaction of theb chromophore. Compared to the almo
complete insensitivity of the TA and TG signals to the o
resonant interaction with theb chromophores, the early ap
pearance of the signature of intraband energy transfer in
3PEPS signal is striking.

Based on the above simulations, we conclude that
effect of an off-resonant energy acceptor is significant in
3PEPS experiment for systems with small static disorde

FIG. 6. Calculated signals fora–b energy transfer systems for variou
values of the equilibrium energy separationvab

eq ~given in wave numbers in
the 3PEPS figure!. The symbols for the transient absorption~TA! and tran-
sient grating~TG! calculations are the same as for the 3PEPS. The en
transfer time is 300 fs for all cases. Da5Db

550 cm21~FWHM5118 cm21!. The transient absorption curves forvab
eq

51500 cm21 and infinity are indistinguishable and are represented by
open triangles. The dotted line in the 3PEPS figure represents the sign
isolated chromophoresa.
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which the energy transfer is characterized by a single t
constant.

2. a to a transfer (effect of correlated static disorder)

In this section, we discuss the effect ofa to a energy
transfer~again with a time scale of 300 fs! in the absence of
a to b transfer. Since the energy donor and acceptor are
same type of chromophore, they can have the kind of in
chromophore correlation discussed in Sec. III. The width
the total static disorder of the chromophoresa is assumed to
be Da5200 cm21. Figure 7 shows the behavior of the thre
experiments in the absence of~a! and in the presence of~b!
reversible transfer within the energy transfer pair.

Three sets of the static disorder parameters charact
ing the interchromophore correlation are considered~1! Sa

50,sa5200 cm21, ~2! Sa5sa5100& cm21, ~3! Sa

5200 cm21,sa50. These three cases will give identical r
sults in the absence of energy transfer. The static widths
cases~1! and ~2! may be too large for our model to give
homogeneous rate constant and we introduce these pa
eters just for the purpose of comparison.

When the number of excited states within the laser ba
width is conserved@as in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!#, the way we
explore the intraband energy transfer is via an entanglem
between the solvation dynamics~static and dynamic nuclea
fluctuations! and the energy transfer process as discusse
Sec. III. In the TA and TG signals, the delay time betwe
the first two pulses is zero and thus the time period availa
to obtain information on solvation is limited to the duratio
of the envelopes of the first two pulses. Consequently w
the pulse width is small, the solvation information probed
both experiments is very limited and the time-dependenc
the signals reflects mainly the population kinetics. In ad
tion to this restricted domain for probing solvation dynamic
the short pulse width increases the spectral bandwidth of
pulses and consequently increases the probability that
acceptor may still be within the bandwidth of the lase
Clearly, then TA and TG measurements with short pulses
very insensitive to thea–a energy transfer as illustrated i
the figures.

In contrast with TA and TG, 3PEPS is very sensitive
a change in the static disorder parameters. For the three c
shown, the 3PEPS data decay rapidly compared to the
for isolated chromophores. As shown in Refs. 31–33, 3PE
data for isolated two-level systems follow the nuclear flu
tuation function by measuring the rephasing capability. A
result, the time-dependent component of the 3PEPS data
veals the dynamic fluctuations of the transition frequen
resulting from nuclear motion. In our model energy trans
system, information on dynamic nuclear fluctuations is
sumed to be destroyed as the energy transfer proceeds.
is one of the reasons that the 3PEPS data for the en
transfer system rapidly decays on the energy transfer t
scale. The long time value of the peak shift reflects any co
ponent of nuclear motion whose memory is not destroy
As we discussed in Sec. III,Sa controls the degree of the
interchromophore correlation and a finite value forSa im-
plies that information about some portion of the static co
ponent of the nuclear response~‘‘inhomogeneous broaden

y

e
for
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FIG. 7. Calculated signals fora–a en-
ergy transfer systems for three sets
static disorder parameters in the ab
sence of~a! and in the presence of~b!
backward transfer. The energy transf
time is 300 fs andl5200 cm21. The
symbols are defined in the~a! 3PEPS
figure. The width of the total static dis
order is fixed atDa5200 cm21 and the
width of the E-fields of the pulses is
24 fs ~FWHM of the spectrum is 1280
cm21!.
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ing’’ ! is shared by the donor and acceptor molecules. In
case, the energy transfer process does not destroy the
tuation memory completely. This is why the long time val
of the peak shift for finite values ofSa is nonzero. This is an
intrinsic advantage of the 3PEPS experiment in explor
details of static disorder in energy transfer systems. W
back energy transfer can occur, the static memory ofa1 is
fully restored and thus the peak shift doesn’t go to zero e
whenSa is zero.

B. Systems with large static-disorder

The exact static inhomogeneity factors@Eqs. ~4.18!,
~4.22!, ~4.24!# are given by ensemble averages of the prod
of the phase factors@f~G!# and population kinetics@S(G)#
over a distribution of static energies which are represen
by the form
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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S5^f~G!S~G!&G . ~5.1a!

^¯&G denotes the ensemble average over the set of s
energyG. We note that the phase factors andS(G) describe
a microscopically inhomogeneous optical response
population kinetics, respectively. When the laser bandwi
is broad enough to cover whole energy spectrum of the
ergy donors, all the chromophoresa will be excited irrespec-
tive of their transition energy. In this case we may consid
an approximation to Eq.~5.1a!,

S'^f~G!&G^S~k~G!!&G . ~5.1b!

When the laser bandwidth is small, the phase factor cont
the excitation probability and such a separation is not p
sible. Equation~5.1b! assumes a separation of the phase f
tor and the population kinetics which means that the effec
the correlation induced by the energy transfer itself is
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glected. If this approximation is reasonable, we can comb
a master equation for population kinetics with optical
sponse function for an isolated system. This allows mu
more efficient computation of the response than Eq.~5.1a!
since the ensemble average of the phase factors~with two
independent time variables! can be made analytically. In
fact, Eq. ~5.1b! is exact if the inhomogeneous populatio
kinetics originates only from off-diagonal disorder~inhomo-
geneous electronic coupling! and if the off-diagonal~induc-
ing inhomogeneity in population kinetics! and diagonal dis-
order ~inducing inhomogeneity in optical response! is
separated. Thus it is worthwhile to compare Eq.~5.1b! with
the exact expression~5.1a! in order to clarify the roles of
different kinds of disorder on the nonlinear spectroscopie

1. a to b transfer

Figure 8 shows how the static energy distributions
donors and donor–acceptor pairs fora to b transfer systems
~with vab

eq5800 cm21) change with population time whe
Da5Db5200 cm21. The reorganization energy (l
550 cm21) we use in this calculation is smaller than th
static disorder and consequently inhomogeneity on the
ergy transfer time scale is substantial as one can see in
figure. As a result, we have three kinds of effects produ
by the inhomogeneous energy transfer rate;~A! the popula-
tion kinetics are highly nonexponential on botha andb chro-
mophores;~B! the distribution of the static energy ofa chro-
mophores which have not yet transferred energy chan
with population time; and~C! the distribution of the static
energy of b chromophores being populated is also tim
dependent and correlated with the static energy of the en
donor. The first effect~A! is contained in Eq.~5.1b! but the
second and the third effects can only be modeled by
exact expression Eq.~5.1a!. In other words, any difference in
the predictions of Eqs.~5.1a! and ~5.1b! reflect the effect of
~B! on the a chromophores and of~C! on the b chro-
mophores.

a. One-color experiments:For the system represente
in Fig. 8, the three types of experiments were simulated
ing Eqs.~5.1a! and~5.1b! when the laser bandwidth is broa
enough~261 cm21! to cover whole energy spectrum of thea

FIG. 8. Distributions of thea chromophores at four different populatio
times ~denoted on the lines! as a function of static energy~a! and as a
function of static energy gap betweena and b ~b! when Da5Db

5200 cm21 andvab
eq5800 cm21.
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chromophores. The laser frequencies of the three pulses
set to the transition frequency ofa chromophore and the
results are shown in Fig. 9.

The slow nonexponential decay behavior in the TA a
TG signals results from the inhomogeneity in the ene
transfer rate over the chromophores due to large static di
der @the effect ~A!#. The exact @Eq. ~5.1a!# and the
population-separated@Eq. ~5.1b!# static inhomogeneity fac-
tors show very similar behavior in the population-base
experiments~TA and TG!. This means that the interplay~B!
between the phase factor and the population kinetics is
such experiments, negligible on the donor site when the la
bandwidth is sufficiently broad. As discussed in Fig. 7, sh
pulse width~broad bandwidth! reduces the contribution o
solvation to the TA and TG signals and this is why the
terplay does not play a role.

The inhomogeneous rates dramatically change the

FIG. 9. Calculated transient absorption, transient granting and 3PEPS
nals fora to b transfer systems. Open circles, calculated by Eq.~5.1b!; solid
circles, exact calculation Eq.~5.1a!; dotted line, signal from an isolated
chromophorea.
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havior of the 3PEPS signal compared with that in Fig
~case of homogeneous energy transfer!. Owing to the pres-
ence of long-lived initial donors, the total signal retains
echo character for long population times which domina
the FID resulting from the off-resonant interaction of theb
chromophores. This is the effect of inhomogeneous pop
tion kinetics arising from large static disorder and is why t
3PEPS data in Fig. 9 does not decay rapidly in contrast w
in Fig. 6.

Now we discuss the effect~B! on the one-color 3PEPS
experiment fora to b energy transfer systems. As can be se
in Fig. 8~a! the width of the static energy distribution and th
position of the center frequency of the exciteda chro-
mophores become, respectively, narrower and blue-sh
from the original position. In isolated two-level systems,
ducing the width of the static disorder reduces the long ti
value of peak shift.32 Based on this effect, we would expe
the 3PEPS data to give substantial decay reflecting the t

FIG. 10. Two-color experiments on the same system as in Fig. 9.
frequency of the third pulse is set to the transition frequency of theb chro-
mophores~acceptor!. Solid circles@Eq. ~5.1a!#. Open circles@Eq. ~5.1b!#.
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dependent width of the static disorder. Interestingly, ho
ever, the detuning effect introduced by the time-depend
shift of the center frequency seems to produce a cancella
with the effect from the time-dependent~effective! static
width to give the small effect observed in the figure. O
course, the details of the detuning effect will depend on
spectral density and thus this kind of cancellation will not
a universal behavior.

b. Two-color experiments:When the frequencies of th
first two pulses correspond to the transition frequency of
a chromophore and the third pulse is set to that of theb
chromophores, we can explore the energy transfer dynam
Figure 10 is the same figure as Fig. 9 except for frequenc
the third pulse. We note that lower values of the TA sign
are predicted by Eq.~5.1a! compared to Eq.~5.1b! while
situation is reversed in the TG experiment. Apart from th
effect ~caused by complex interference between pathwa!,
Eqs.~5.1a! and~5.1b! predict very similar time scales in th
two-color TA and TG experiments as they did for the on
color experiments. This can be explained in the same wa
for the one-color experiments.

In contrast with these expected results, the 3PEPS
in Fig. 10 is strikingly unexpected. First, the initial peak sh
predicted by both expressions is much lower than for
one-color experiment. Furthermore, Eq.~5.1b! yields nega-
tive values of the peak shift. The unexpected form of t
3PEPS signals seems to originate from a complicated in
ference among the pathways associated with the large p
lation of a chromophores~interacting off-resonantly with the
third pulse! and a small population ofb chromophores inter-
acting resonantly with the third pulse. The high sensitivity
the 3PEPS experiment to the off-resonant interaction m
make it complicated to analyze data from such a syst
However, this kind of interference can be removed by m
ing the laser bandwidth of the third pulse narrower to redu
the off-resonant interaction with thea chromophores. The
3PEPS result for this case~FWHM of the pulses5144 fs) is
presented in Fig. 11. The absolute value of the 3PEPS
has a physical meaning in contrast with the TA and TG d
and thus we need to discuss why Eq.~5.1a! predicts higher
values of peak shift than Eq.~5.1b! does both in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. Noting the nuclear fluctuations of thea andb chro-
mophores are not correlated in our model, obtaining a fin

e

FIG. 11. Two-color 3PEPS on the same system as in Fig. 10 when
FWHM of the pulses is 144 fs.
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peak shift from the two-color experiment is unexpected.
long time, the peak shift predicted by Eq.~5.1b! eventually
goes to zero while that by Eq.~5.1a! gives a finite offset. The
finite long time peak shift predicted by Eq.~5.1a! implies
that the static energies of the donor and its acceptor par
~initially uncorrelated each other! become correlated as a re
sult of preferential energy transfer and therefore informat
about the static energy of the donor is transferred to
acceptor by the energy transfer. Only Eq.~5.1a! captures the
influence of this induced correlation.

2. a to a transfer

In this section, we examine one-color experiments
a–a transfer in a system with large static disorder. The tim
dependent distribution of thea chromophores resulting from
the inhomogeneous energy transfer rates is illustrated in
12. Figure 13 shows the behavior of the three types of
periments for two values of the static disorder. As expec
the TA and TG do not show any significant dependence
the static disorder when the pulse width is too sh
(FWHM524 fs) to probe any solvation dynamics and t
bandwidth of the laser is sufficiently broad to conserve
cited state population~solid lines!.

On the other hand, the 3PEPS data reveal a strong
pendence on the disorder even with short pulses. As the m
nitude of the static disorder increases, the decay rate of
peak shift slows. If the energy transfer time were homo
neous, the peak shift would eventually go to zero on
energy transfer time scale~300 fs! regardless of the magni
tude of the static disorder since the information on the st
disorder will be destroyed by the energy transfer. As
discussed in the previous sections, we have two origins
this slow decay of the peak shift in systems with large d
order. First, because of the inhomogeneous energy tran
rate, some of chromophores cannot transfer their excita
energy and retain a rephasing capability over the whole t
range calculated. The other factor is the correlation betw
the donor and acceptor induced by the energy transfer.
enables the energy acceptor to have some degree of re
ing capability as illustrated in the two-color experiments
the a–b transfer systems. As a result of these two kinds
physical behavior, in contrast with a system with small d

FIG. 12. Distributions of the transition frequencies ofa chromophores at
four different population times~denoted on the lines! as a function of static
energy~a! and as a function of static energy gap betweena1 and a2 ~b!.
sa5200 cm21 andl550 cm21.
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order, we have a nonvanishing long time peak shift in s
tems with large disorder. Figure 14 shows these two effe
separately. The open symbols@calculated by Eq.~5.1b!# in-
corporate only the former factor and the solid symbols@cal-
culated by Eq.~5.1a!# include both factors. Clearly, in the
system with small disorder~rectangles!, both expressions
give the same result as expected. When the static disord
large ~triangles!, effect ~B! @difference between the predic
tions of Eqs.~5.1a! and ~5.1b!# apparently gives even large
values of long time peak shift.

Returning to Fig. 13, when the spectral width of the las
is reduced~dashed lines!, the population decay out of th
laser spectrum as well as the increase in the contributio
solvation produces a dependence of the TA and TG sig
on the energy transfer. On the other hand, the 3PEPS da
the disordered system are insensitive to the laser pulse w
except at short time when the signal is generated ma
from the initial energy donor. In this time regime, an i
creased contribution of solvation dynamics increases
peak shift as it does in an isolated system.31 Meanwhile, the

FIG. 13. a–a transfer system whensa550 cm21 ~squares! and 200 cm21

~triangles! with Sa50. Pulse widths are of FWHM524 fs ~solid lines! and
144 fs ~dashed lines!.
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pulse-width-dependence of the long time peak shift is in
esting. In the large disorder system~triangles! the finite long-
time peak shift is connected to the inhomogeneous pop
tion kinetics and the correlation between the donor a
acceptor induced by the energy transfer as mentioned ea
Thus we would expect a dependence of the peak shift on
pulse width reflecting the increased contribution of the s
vation response similar to the behavior at early time. Ho
ever, the calculation shows this is not the case. This m
arise from a cancellation resulting from two opposing tren
derived from the narrowed bandwidth of the laser. First,
creasing the bandwidth increases the contribution of the
vation associated with the induced correlation and increa
the peak shift. On the other hand, the reduced bandw
decreases the spectral range of the chromophores able
teract with laser and consequently the energy transfer ki
ics becomes more or less homogeneous, thus reducing
effect of the inhomogeneous population kinetics.

It is interesting to compare the bandwidth-dependenc
the two types of correlation described above, i.e., the int
sic (Sa5200 cm21, sa510 cm21) and induced (Sa50, sa

5200 cm21) correlation~Fig. 15!. For the both systems, th
TA and TG signals clearly show an enhanced decay w
the bandwidth of the laser is narrow~dashed lines!. In the
intrinsically correlated system, these enhanced decays c
from emphasizing the solvation by increasing the pu
width. In the system with the induced correlation, both t
increased emphasis on solvation and the removal of
population out of the bandwidth of the laser give rise to
rapid decay of the signals. The 3PEPS data at early time
reflects the emphasis on solvation giving a large value as
bandwidth of the laser decreases. On the other hand, at
times, 3PEPS shows qualitatively different behavior in
two systems as the bandwidth of laser changes. For the
trinsically correlated system, the decreased bandwidth o
ser increases the peak shift over the whole time range.
likely results from destroying the cancellation which occu
in the system with the induced correlation. Based on th
arguments, the bandwidth-dependence may allow differ
tiation of the origin of the correlation between the ener
donor and acceptor in systems with large disorder.

FIG. 14. 3PEPS data calculated by Eq.~5.1a! ~solid symbols! and by Eq.
~5.1b! ~open symbols! when the FWHM of the pulses is 24 fs.sa

550 cm21 ~squares! and 200 cm21 ~triangles! with Sa50.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The theory and model calculations described above s
gest that the three pulse photon echo technique, when us
concert with population-based spectroscopies such as
sient absorption or transient grating spectroscopies, will
low investigations of energy transfer systems at a new le
of insight. In particular it should be possible to determine
the energetic~diagonal! disorder is correlated within indi-
vidual members of an ensemble of energy transfer syste
Analysis of data on the B800-B850 form of LH2 from th
Rps acidophila strain suggests that such a correlation d
exist in this light harvesting complex.43 Rapid progress in
producing atomic resolution structures of photosystem
~Ref. 3! and II ~Ref. 44! means that a dynamical understan
ing of these systems will become a meaningful target.
contrast to the regular, repeated subunit structure of LH1

FIG. 15. Comparison of signals from the systems in the two different ki
of correlation between energy donor and acceptor. Rectangular sym
represent the intrinsically correlated systems withSa5200 cm21 and tri-
angles are for the correlated systems induced by the energy transfer.
lines are with the pulse width of FWHM524 fs and dashed lines are wit
FWHM5144 fs.
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LH2 of purple bacteria, PSI, for example, is spatially qu
disordered. This means that a third level of disorder—tha
the electronic couplings between chromophores—must
taken into account. Provided that the nuclear motions resp
sible for the off-diagonal and diagonal disorder are separ
as seems reasonable in PSI, the peak shift measurem
have the potential to differentiate between the two origins
nonexponential kinetics.

In dealing with a wide range of energy transfer ra
such as occurs, for example, in LHCII of plants, a logic
route to the analysis of experimental data would be to co
bine a master equation approach for the coarse-grained~av-
eraged over static variables! population kinetics with an op
tical response function for independent, uncoup
chromophores. Such an approach is only valid so long as
~5.1b! is reasonably accurate. Our model calculations sh
that the separation of phase factors and population kine
implied by Eq.~5.1b! is likely to be fairly accurate for many
population-kinetics-based experiments. However, in the c
of peak shift experiments, the correlation induced by ene
transfer, in a system with significant static disorder, me
that the phase and population factors become intertwined
the separation implied by Eq.~5.1b! is inappropriate. Thus a
more fine-grained description for population kinetics such
employed by Eq.~5.1a! is required for the analysis of pea
shift data. Although such calculations are much more ext
sive than those using Eq.~5.1b! they provide the ability to
explore the disorder in detail, e.g., differentiation betwe
off-diagonal and diagonal disorder. When many ch
mophores are connected by an energy transfer process
kind of description will be very complicated. Neverthele
we can still generalize the present approach~a combination
of the optical response and a fine-grained population kin
ics! to more complex systems and some applications will
presented elsewhere.

Of course, the extent to which the distributions of dia
onal and off-diagonal disorder can be unambiguously rec
ered from experimental data will depend on the system
rameters. However, the present work suggests that one-
two-color 3PEPS experiments in collaboration with more t
ditional spectroscopies will provide a remarkably detai
picture of the subtle interplay of electronic coupling and d
order utilized by nature to collect and focus solar energy
photosynthetic reaction centers.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we present the various condition
probabilities introduced in Sec. III. First, the survival pro
ability of the irreversible energy transfer is easily obtained

Sa1

irr ~ t;v0 ,v1![e2~ka→a~v0!1ka→b~v1!!t, ~A1!

wherev’s are defined in Eq.~4.4!. Before we try to find the
other conditional probabilities, we need to introduce anot
conditional probabilities Sa1

(t;v0 ,v1 ,v2ua2) and
Sa2

(t;v0 ,v1 ,v2ua2). These quantities describe the pro
abilities that the excitation energy is found on the ch
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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mophorea1 and a2 when they were initially on the chro
mophore a2 . Those conditional probabilities satisfy th
simple rate equation matrix

d

dt S Sa1
~ tua2!

Sa2
~ tua2!D

52S ka→b~v1!1ka→a~v0! 2ka→a~2v0!

2ka→a~v0! ka→b~v2!1ka→a~2v0!
D

3S Sa1
~ tua2!

Sa2
~ tua2!D ~A2!

with the initial condition (Sa1
(t50ua2), Sa2

(t50ua2))
5(0,1). For convenience we dropped the frequency par
eters in the conditional probabilities. We note that the ba
ward (a2→a1) transfer rate is given byka→a(2v0). This
rate equation can be easily solved by Laplace transfo
method to give

Sa1
~ tua2!5

ka→a~2v0!

m2n
@e2nt2e2mt#, ~A3!

Sa2
~ tua2!5

ka→a~v0!1ka→b~v1!2n

m2n
e2nt

2
ka→a~v0!1ka→b~v1!2m

m2n
e2mt], ~A4!

wherem andn are the two roots of the quadratic equation

@x1ka→b~v1!#@x1ka→b~v2!1ka→a~2v0!#

1@x1ka→b~v2!#ka→a~v0!50. ~A5!

With the conditional probabilities given by Eqs.~A3!
and ~A4!, we can obtain the conditional probabilities intro
duced in text from the convolution integrals

Sa1
~ t;v0 ,v1 ,v2!5ka→a~v0!E

0

t

dsSa1

3~ t2s;v0 ,v1 ,v2ua2!Sa1

irr~s;v0 ,v1!,

~A5a!

Sa2
~ t;v0 ,v1 ,v2!5ka→a~v0!E

0

t

dsSa2

3~ t2s;v0 ,v1 ,v2ua2!Sa1

irr~s;v0 ,v1!,

~A5b!

Sb1
~ t;v0 ,v1 ,v2!5ka→b~v1!E

0

t

ds@Sa1

irr~s;v0 ,v1!

1Sa1
~s;v0 ,v1 ,v2!#, ~A5c!

Sb2
~ t;v0 ,v1 ,v2!5ka→b~v2!E

0

t

dsSa2
~s;v0 ,v1 ,v2!.

~A5d!

In Eq. ~A5a!, Sa1

irr(s;G) describes the probability that the in

tial excitation is still ona1 at time s. ka→a(v0)ds is the
probability for the excitation to transfer to the chromopho
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a2 during the time intervalds. So their product gives the
probability that the initial excitation is firstly transferred
a2 durings to s1ds. The further evolution of the populatio
firstly transferred toa2 is described by the conditional prob
ability Sa1

(t2s;Gua2). The other expressions are similar
interpreted. The integrals~A5! can be easily performed with
Eqs. ~A1!, ~A3!, and ~A4! and we do not write down thei
final expressions.
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